Problems

- Assets like firearms and evidence are mismanaged or improperly tracked
- Using error-prone, tedious asset tracking methods
- Lack of staff to accurately manage firearms and evidence
- Limited budget to properly track evidence and weapons

Solutions

Camcode is experienced in helping police departments improve data integrity and asset visibility through better firearm asset management. Utilizing durable bar code labels, easy to use software, and proven automatic identification and data capture processes, Camcode can help police departments gain total control of assets and enhance management processes.

Benefits

The experienced and knowledgeable Camcode team has successfully performed asset inventory services for organizations around the globe.

The comprehensive services offered focus on proven project management methods, and are performed by individuals trained in project management processes.

Camcode's bar code labels, data collection programs, and proprietary software are all customized to each organization's needs.
Services

Asset Management Policy Development
Key to the implementation of any asset management program is the need for generally accepted policies, procedures and standards throughout an organization. Camcode works with police departments to understand their goals and co-operatively establish an inventory or asset management policy.

Physical Inventory
Our highly trained team comes on-site and provides a full physical inventory that accurately captures all relevant data and information for each asset in your stockpile. Camcode's inventory specialists label your assets, making your inventory items scannable and easier to monitor and track. In addition, our on-site services allow our experienced staff to reconcile any discrepancies that might exist in your property book and data management system.

Weapons and Evidence Labels
Camcode's durable asset labels and asset tags are designed to identify, control, and track assets throughout a lifecycle. We understand that your property management system relies on asset identification that will remain readable for the life of your asset. That's why Camcode has military and defense-specified labels for weapons, as well as direct part marking and laser etch solutions.

Software
With Camcode, any agency using a smart device or computer can easily manage the tracking, training, maintenance of firearms and equipment, seamlessly and effortlessly. Camcode includes a host of functionalities that streamlines the process for procurement, inventory tracking, managing armories, tracking firearms and equipment.

Marking Instructions and Manuals
Not sure how to mark a particular weapon or asset? Camcode engineers prepare marking manuals to take the guesswork out of labeling your important assets. Our marking guides provide your organization with personalized manuals based on your inventory, ensuring you purchase labels to match the form, fit or function of your critical assets, and install the right marks and labels correctly. Our manuals also act as organizational policy documents for your department to ensure that proper labeling and management of weapons and evidence is performed consistently throughout the organization.

Contact us today for more information.
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